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Structural Steel 

Reference: June 30, 1982 Monticello Appendix R subnittal to NRC 

Attachnet 2, "Structural Steel Exemption Request" 

1. Introduction 

The purpose of this report.is to provide additicnal information in 
suppcrt of a request for exempticn from 3 hour fire rating of structural 
steel supporting a 3 hour barrier separating redundant safe shutdown 
systems. Exempticn is requestel basel a- the effectiveness of present 
fire protection such that additional mcdificaticns would not enhance 
fire protecticn safety.  

2. Background 

To resolve the extent of regulatory corpliance and the basis for exempticn, 

an in-depth analysis was initiated of the fire protecticn requirements 
for structural steel. The process utilized was: 

STEP 1) Identify barriers that employ structural steel and separate 
redundant safe shutdown systems.  

STEP 2) Analyze each identifiel barrier for fire protecticn.  

STEP 3) Identify barriers that have equivalent fire protecticn to 
Appendix R.  

STEP 4) Update the exempticn request with the results of the analysis.  

The results are presental in this revised exemptia package.-
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3. Updated Exempticn Package 

The June, 1982 submittal requested exemptia from the structural steel 
requiremrents of Appendix R for 16 barriers. Subsequently, the entire 

plant has been reviewed for structural steel as related to barriers that 
separate redundant safe shatdown systems. Also, clarificatiai of the 
rule has narrowed the review to cnly exposed steel. Steel embedded in 
concrete is ccnsidered part of the concrete structure and is reflected 

in the fire rating of that ccncrete structure. It has been found that 
15 of the original 16 barriers submitted do not contain exposed struc

tural steel. Also, the barrier 3C to 4B that does contain exposed steel 
has been found not to be a barrier separating redundant safe shutdown 
systems. A fire in either of these zones is isolated from the redundant 
safe shutdown-train by a 3 hour barrier irrespective of the integrity of 
barrier 3C to 4B. Thus, exempticn from Appendix R is not required for 
these barriers.  

Six barriers with exposed structural steel and separating redundant safe 
shutdcn systems have been identified. Quantitative analysis indicates 
that these barriers have fire protection equivalent to Appendix R cri
teria. The barriers are: 

Ceiling - Zane 1C to Zone 2B Reactor Building 

Ceiling.- Zane 7C to Zcne 8 Control Building 

Ceiling - Zone 8 to Zcne 9 Control Building 

Ceiling - Zone 12N to Zone 14A Turbine Building 
Ceiling - Zone 13B to Zone 19A Turbine Building 
Ceiling - Zcne 13C to 19B Turbine Building 

All barriers are ceiling interfaces due to the construction of the plant.  
Walls are typically poured-in-place reinforced concrete without exposed
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structural steel. Floor construction is of four types; 1) T-Beam con
crete, 2) Flat ccncrete slab, 3) Composite section with steel I-beam 
below ccncrete, and 4) Camposite section with steel I-beam embedded in 
ccncrete (see Figure 1 for details).- The six barriers identified are 
all type 3 except for barrier 1C to 2B which is type 4.  

4. Description of Barriers 

The six barriers identified are contained in the reactor, turbine, and 
control buildings. See Figure 2 for the layout of the buildings and 
location of the six barriers. The structural steel contained in each 
barrier consists of I-beams for the support of the floor concrete slab 
and design loading. Figures 3 thru 6 show the I-beam locations in each 
of the six barriers of ccncern. Table 1 lists the beam types and quan
tities for each barrier. Table 2 gives beam dimensions. Following is 
a descriptian of the fire zaes on each side of the six barriers: 

4.1 Fire Zone 1C to Zane 2B 

Fire Zane IC, the BCIC Room, is located in the reactor building at 
elevation 896 ft. with an area of 569 ft.2 . The RCIC roan contains 
the PCIC pump (P-207) and turbine, associated instrument rack, motor 
control center D-311, and related controls. Ceiling height is 37 ft.  

Fire Zcne 2B, the CRD hydraulic control units area, is located at 
elevation 935 ft. It is 3550 ft. 2 in area and contains cabling for 
the RCIC, HPCI, main steam flow and jet pump instrument racks alcng 
with the CRD hydraulic control units and associated panels. Fire 
Zone 2B is above Fire Zone IC within a triangular shaped area of 
approximately 15 sq. ft. See Figure 3 for I-beam layout.  

4.2 Fire Zone 7C to Zane 8 

Fire Zone 7C is in the control building at elevation 928 ft. with an
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2 area of 166 ft. . The zone cantains the 125 volt battery and 24 volt 

battery of Div. II. Oeiling height is 10 ft. 2 in.  

Fire Zcne 8, the cable spreading room, is located at elevaticn 939 
ft. and ccntains instrument racks, distributicn panels, ccntrols, 

relays, and cable trays. It has an area of 2264 ft. 2 and is located 

above Fire Zane 7C. See Figure 4 for I-beam layout.  

4.3 Fire Zane 8 to Zone 9 

Fire Zane 8 is described in 4.2 with a ceiling height of 10 ft. 2 in.  
Fire Zcne 9, the centrol room, is located at elevation 951 ft. and 
catains the ccntrol room ccnsoles, panel boards, and coputer print
out typewriter. Fire Zcne 9 is directly above Zcne 8. See Figure 4 

for I-beam layout.  

4.4 Fire Zcne 12A to Zcne 14A 

Fire Zane 12A is located in the turbine building at elevaticn 911 ft.  
with an area of 1927 ft. 2 and a ceiling height of 19 ft. 4 in. It 
ccntains the 4160 volt switchgear for buses numbered 11, 13, and 15, 
the 480 volt load centers no's 101, 103, and 109, the 125 volt..DC 
panel D111 and motor ccntrol center No. 131. The load centers ccntain 
askeral insulated transformers.  

2 
Fire Zane 14A is at elevatiai 931 ft. with an area of 2845 ft.2. It 
catains the 4160 volt switchgear for buses numbered 12, 14, and 16, 
the 480 volt load centers no's 102 and 104, the main generator exci

tation cubicle and stator winding cooling unit. The load centers 
cantain aderal insulated transformers. Zcne 14A is directly above 

Zone 12. See Figure 5 for I-beam layout.
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4.5 Fire Zane 13B to Zone 19A 

Fire Zone 13B is located in the turbine building at elevation 911 ft.  
with a floor area of 2226 ft.2 and a ceiling height of 19 ft. 4 in.  
Fire Zone 13B is identified as the lube oil reservoir and reactor 
feedwater pump area and contains the turbine lubricating oil reser
voir, centrifuge and lube oil transfer pumps, service and instrument 
air compressors and receivers, reactor feedwater purps and 
Div. I cable trays.  

Fire Zone 19A is located at elevatian 931 ft. with an area of 
2466 ft.2 . Zane 19A is identified as the water treatment area and 
contains the water treatment equipment, Div. II cable trays, and the 
emergency and RHR service water piping. Virtually its entire area 
is located above Fire Zone 13B. See Figure 6 for I-beam layout.  

4.6 Fire Zcne 13C to Zane 19B 

Fire Zcne 13C is located in the turbine building at elevaticn 911 ft.  
It is identified as the ESF motor control center with an area of 

2 1C23 ft. and a ceiling height of 19 ft. 4 in. Fire Zone 13C ccntains the 
ESF motor ccntrol center no. 133, the ncn-ESF motor control center 
no. 112, and the service air blower.  

Fire Zane 19B is at elevatia 931 ft. with an area of 833 ft 2 . It is 
identified as the ESF motor control center and contains the ESF motor 
control center no. 143 and the ncn-ESF motor control center no. 142.  
It is located entirely above Fire Zane 13C. See Figure 6 for I-beam 
layout.
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5. Fire Damage Criteria 

The objective of this secticn is to canservatively define a thermal limit 
for the weakening of structural members.  

5.1 Structural Steel Loading 

To relate a temperature criterion to postulated fire damage at a 
ceiling fire barrier, it is necessary to outline the inherent margins 
in nuclear pcwer plant structural design. The building design 

distributes loads between the poured-in-place reinforced ccncrete 
structure and supporting steel members. The majority of dead loads 
are carried ty the ccncrete structure itself while steel members 
carry a mixture of residual dead loads, loads induced by pipe 

ruptures and live loads associated with design basis earthquakes.  
Dead loads make up a snall fraction of the total. Thus, it is 
believed that even with a reductin in yield strength, significant 
additicnal dead load margin still exists in steel members under 
ncn-accident ccnditicns.  

From a structural viewpoint, the yield stress of steel is the significant 
parameter in establishing load carrying capacity. Figure 7 illustrates 
a typical stress-strain diagram for steel (NFRA, Reference 1). If the 
stresses exceed the yield point, strain is no lcnger proportinal to 
stress. Steel is damaged by elevated temperatures in fires through the 
loss of yield strength and rigidity. By design, stresses are normally 
limited to 60O. of the yield stress in structural steel.  

5.2 Criteria Selected 

Steel is damaged by elevated temperatures in fires through the loss 
of yield strength and rigidity. Figure 8 (NFEA, Reference 1)
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illustrates the relationship of the modulus of elasticity, which is a 
measure of the relationship of the stiffness of the material, and yield 
strength with temperature. As can be seen, -the yield strength of an 
A36 steel at 1100aF is 60% of the design value at roan temperature.  

This report conservatively uses a maximum steel temperature of 10000 F 

as the definitia of failure for exposed structural steel. This 

criterian is also shown to be conservative by work done by Harmathy 

an failure of steel supported floor and beams in fire (Reference 2).  

5.3 Fire Hazards 

The basis for the protective features of Appendix R is defined as 
those likely fire hazards which have been frequently experiencei in 

the course of nuclear power plant cperation and which may ccnceivably 
threaten the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdon ccndi

tians. If present measures are effective in protecting against these 
hazards such that additicnal modifications would not enhance fire 

protection safety, then the criteria for exeption from Appendix R 
is met.  

In attempting to define likely fire hazards to be evaluated in this 
analysis, Dentan (Reference 3) states that the fire hazard of concern 
is that associated with a transient combustible fire involving 2-5 
gallas of liquid hydrocarbon. Reflecting this concern, heptane was 
chosen as the transient combustible fire of concern in this analysis.  
While heptane cannot be found cn site, it was used because of the 
extreme severity of such a fire. The combustion parameters for 

heptane are illustrated below relative to those hazards which might 
be encountered in any given location cn site.
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Canbustian Parameters for lypical Hazards

Actual 

Idealized Mass Heat Release 

Canbustian Loss Rate Bate 
Fuel Efficiency (g/m2) (kW/m2 

Heptane 0.76 70 2730 

Cellulose 0.72 14 166 

PVC 0.38 28 87 

In order to understand the relatimship between a 5 gallmn heptane 
fire and a 100CPF steel temperature, it is necessary to relate 
both the fuel source and the target steel through a fire madeling 
process which determines the incident heat flux and energy flux.  
Sawdye (Reference 4) provides a description of such a fire madeling 
process. Using these models, the incident heat flux and energy flux 
necessary to achieve a 100CPF beam temperature may be determinad 
under the following assumptians: 

(1) steel beam thermal lag approaches zero in thermal 

equilibium with the envircnment; and 

(2) steel beam is thermally isolated except for re-radiation 

at 95% emissivity characteristic far steel.
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With a 1000OF criterian, the minimum incident heat flux necessary to 
heat steel and reduce the strength to 60% of its design value is 23.3 

2 kW/m . For the smallest exposed steel beam in the barrier, a 
lcwer bound far incident energy flux necessary far failure is 

2 6750 KJ/m 

6. Analysis 

This section analyzes the inherent protection provided by the existing 
ca-figuratica to exposed steel members against fires of the magnitude 
stated in Secticn 5.3.  

This analysis includes both a quantitative and a qualitative evaluaticn of 
the value of the active and passive fire protection features in order to 
establish a basis for exempting structural steel members fran the require
ments of Appendix R.  

6.1 Effects of Likely Fire Hazards 

The fire modeling methods described by Savdye (Reference 4) are 
utilized to determine the quantity of heptane necessary to achieve 
the limiting thermal criterian for structural steel in the barriers 
ccnsidered. In analyzing each barrier, the zcne below the barrier 
must be examined for fire hazards and fire protecticn. The low7er 
zcne fire is the cnly relevant fire due to the fact that the steel is 
exposed an the ceiling side of the barrier. A fire in the zone above 
the barrier would have no affect cn the steel.
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6.1.1 Fire Zcne 1c 

This zane is inherently well protectel against fire damage to 

structural steel. The ceiling constructicn is of the canpo

site section type with steel I-beams embedded in the ccncrete 

minimizing the exposel steel to the bottom flange of the I

beam. Additionally, the ceiling is 37 ft. fran the floor 

with no floor to ceiling cable trays. The fixed combustibles 

in this area are only 242 lb. of cable insulaticn in a single 

tray that crosses the zone approximately 10 ft. off the floor 

and 7.5 gallons of lubricating oil catained within enclosd 

reservoirs. These fixed canbustibles give an equivalent fire 

severity of 5.5 minutes. Due to the location of this zcne, 
minimum traffic reduces the riE of transient canbustibles.  

TWo sncke detectors give early detecticn and alarm locally 
and in the control roan. The fire moel analysis of the 

heptane fire shows that in excess of a 30 gallen heptane. fire 
is required to raise the structural steel temperature near 

10000F.  

6.1.2 Fire Zmne 7C and 8 

These two zones are unique because both zcnes catain or will 
contain a fixei autanatic halen suppressicn system. Zcne 8, 
cable spreading room, has a halcn system installed per the 
1979 Safety Evaluation Review (Reference 5). Zone 7C will have 
a halcn system installed as proposed in the June, 1982 
Appendix R subittal (Reference 6). With automatic 

suppressicn in these two zanes, ceiling temperatures are 
limited to 14 0F by neans of the temperature detectors which 
actuate the halcn suppresssicn system at 140 0F. This ensures 
that ceiling structural steel will be well below the 10000E 
temperature limit. Each zone also has sncke detectors to give 
early detection. These two zcnes are both located near
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continuously manned areas (main access and the control room) 

which aids in detecticn and reduces respcnse time to a fire.  
Both areas have locked access which limits the introduction of 
transient combustibles and ignition sources.  

6.1.3 Zones 12A, 13B and 13C 

These three zones are located in the turbine building at the 
911 ft. elevaticn. These zcnes ccntain automatic sncke 
detecticn with local alarm and centrol room annunciaticn to 
provide early detectimn and suppression. Ceiling heights are 
appraximately 19 ft. The analysis shows that more than 10 
gallons of burning heptane are required to caus the steel to 
approach the 1000aF range. This quantity is over twice the 
define fire hazard of 5 gallcns. The fixei combustible 
lading, in each zane is obtained from the Fire Hazard Analysis 
(Reference 7) and listed belcw: 

Fire Loading Equivalent 
Zone Fixed Combustibles lb/sq ft. Fire Severity 
Zane 12A 4350 lbs of cable insulaticn 3.46 38 mins.  
Zcne 13B 4090 lbs of cable insulaticn 2.8 25 mins.  

7994 gallons of lube oil 65.6 8 hrs.  
Zone 13C 3C57 lbs of cable insulatin 4.58 26 mins.  

The fixed combustibles are primarily cable insulatian which 
burns slowly and releases large quantities of smoke which 
would be detected. Zane 13B contains 7994 gallons of lube oil 
which is in enclosad reservoirs and an automatic deluge 
sprinkler system covers the area. Even though chances are 
remote of starting the enclosed lube oil mn fire, a deluge 
system is provided to ensure a lube oil -.fire does not reach a 
significant destructin stage.
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7. Cnclusions 

The six fire barriers have been shown to have fire protection equivalent 

to the intent of Appendix R. It has been demonstrated that the structural 

steel exposed to the defined fire does not approach the temperature limit 

critericn that has been caservatively defined. The main protective 

features of each zone are summarized as: 

Zone 1C 

- .37 ft. ceiling 

- Steel I-beams embedded in concrete 

- Equivalent fire severity of 5.5. minutes 

- Smde detectia and alarm 

- Limited traffic 

- Excess of 3 0 gallen heptane fire- required to raise steel 
temperature near 100COF 

Zane 7C and 8 

- Autcmatic fixed halen suppressin system 

- Smde detecticn and alarm 

- Icked doors 

- Mar continuously manned staticns 

Zcne 12A, 13B, and 13C 

- 19 ft. ceiling 

- Equivalent fire severity of 38, 25, and 26 minutes excluding the lube 
oil in zene 1B which is protected with an autcmatic deluge system 

- Smcke detectin and alarm 

- Excess of 10 gallcn heptane fire required to raise steel 

temperature near 1000PF 

Other factors which should be considered in demonstrating the ability of 

existing fire protecticn are automatic detectin which provides early 

warning, rapid suppressicn offered by portable extinguishers and hose
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stations, trained fire brigade, and administrative centrols which act to 

limit the nature of the hazard.  

In the event of a fire, early warning is provided by the fire detectia 

system. All areas addressed in this report are provided with fire detectors 

that alarm and annunciate in the control room. In routinely accessed areas 

where fires are most likely to originate, early suppressian may be in 

progress with portable extinguishers used by local perscnnel. Over 85% of 

operating plant fires are actually extinguished in this manner.  

(Heckenbury and Yeater (Reference 8)). The administrative controls 

program ccntains controls prohibiting the storage of unnecessary transient 

combustibles within zones containing afe shutdown systems. Additionally, 

"USE PERMITS" and fire watch procedures are detailed in the administrative 

ccntrols and strictly adhered to. Such features serve to limit the 

potential for a fire and the magnitude of possible fires.  

This analysis has demonstrated that existing configuraticns are effective 

in protecting redundant trains against likely fire hazards such that 

additicnal modifications would not enhance fire protection sfety. Cn this 

basis, relief from the structural steel requirement of Section III.G.2 is 
requested for the follcwing barriers: 

- Fire ZCne 1C to 2B 

- Fire Zane 7C to 8 

- Fire Zane 8 to 9 

- Fire Zane 12A to 14A 

- Fire Zcne 13B to 19A 

- Fire Zane 13C to 19B
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TABLE 1

ZONE FAIR BEAM TYPE NUMBER OF BEAMS 
iC 14WF78 1 
TO 14WF68 1 
2B 14WF43 1 

14WF3 0 1 
7C 

TO 12WF27 1 
8

8 

TO 

9 

12A 

TO 

14A

13B 

TO 

19A

13C 

TO 

19B

16WF64 

12WF5 0 

12WF45 

3CWF124 

3 OF1 C8 

24WF76 

24WF68 

1CWF21 

30WF116 

3 cF10B 

27WF94 

27WF84 

24WF68 

16WF78 

12WF27 

36WF15 0 

27WF84 

21WF62 

16WF36 

12WF27
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Table 2

Beam 'ype

36WF15 0 

3CWF124 

30RF116 

30WF10B 

27IF94 

271F84 

24WF76 

24WF68 

21WF62 

16WF78 

16WF64 

16WF36 

14WF78 

14WF68 

14WF43 

14WF30 

12WF50 

12WF45 

12WF27 

1CWF21

Depth 
(in.) 

38.875 

30.125 

30.000 

29.875 

26.875 

26.750 

23.875 

23.750 

21.000 

16.375 

16.000 

15.875 

14. CO 

14.000 

13.625 

13.875 

12.250 

12.000 

12. 000 

9.875

113

Flange 
Width 
(in.) 

12. 000 

10.500 

10.500 

10.500 

10. 000 

10. 000 

9.000 

9.000 

8.250 

8.625 

8.500 

7.000 

12.000 

10.000 

8.000 

6.750 

8.125 

8.000 

6.5 00 

5.750

Flange 
Thickness 

(in.) 

0.8125 

0.9375 

0.875 

0.750 

0.750 

0.625 

0.6875 

0.5625 

0.625 

0.875 

0.6875 

0.4375 

0.6875 

0.6875 

0.5 00 

0.375 

0.625 

0.5625 

0.375 

0.3125

Web 
Thickness 

(in.) 

0.625 

0.5625 

0.5625 

0. 5625 

0.5 00 

0.4375 

0.4375 

0.4375 

0.375 

0.500 

0.4375 

0.3125 

0.4375 

0.4375 

0.3125 

0.250 

0.375 

0.3125 

0.25 0 

0.250
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Suppression Pool Area - Zcie IF 

Reference: June 30, 1982 Appendix R subiittal to NRC 

Attachment 3, "Suppression Pol Temperature and level 

Moitoring System Exemptia Request" 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the report is to provide additicnal informaticn on the sup

pressicn pool area in support of a request for exemptin from automatic 

fixed suppression. This informaticn is provided to show that the present 
configuraticn of the suppressicn pool area provides the equivalent fire 

protection as intended by Appendix R. Exempticn from automatic suppressicn 
has been requeste basel cn the effectiveness of present fire protecticn 
such that additicnal madificatias would not enhance fire protectia safety.  

2. SUPPRESSION O)OL AREA DESCRIPTION 

The suppression pool area is approximately 32 ft. wide by 35 ft. high and 
forms a donut ccnfiguraticn with the bottom of the drywell in the middle.  
The area is filled primarily by the suppressicn pool which is a steel 
vessel in the shape of a torus with a 27 ft. 8 in. minor diameter. The 
torus nominally holds 550, 000 gallens of water. See Figures 1 and 2 
for cut-away views of the area. Space is provided outside of the torus 
for inspection and maintenance. A catwalk rings the torus at approximately 
25 ft. off the floor. All walls, ceiling and floor are reinforced cancrete 
with more than a 3 hour rating. Minimum ventilatin of 8 00 cfm is provide 
due to the area being seldom occupiel during plant operation. During plant 
operation, the suppression pool area is a suit-up area and is seldom 
accessed and normally aly for inspecticn. There are three access 
points approximately equally divided around the suppression pool area.
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3. COMBUSTIBLES 

Fixed combustibles in the suppressin pool area are essentially ncn-existent.  

All surfaces are concrete except the torus, which is steel. Electrical 

cable is contained in conduit. 1rmanent scaffolding has been upgraded 

to steel structures. Iquipment instruction pamphlets are hung next to 
certain equipment and represent minimal fire loading.  

Transient combustibles consist primarily of temporary wool scaffolding 

installed during shutdown and generally removed during normal operation. This 
has been substantially reduced in the last few years with permanent steel 
scaffolding installed in certain areas. All wood is fire resistant treated.  
The practice of storing wood scaffolding in the suppression pool area during 

operaticn has been discontinued. At this time, a very conservative estimate 
of the maximum fire resistant wood scaffolding in the suppression pool area 

2 during operation would be 1000 lbs or less than .1 lb/ft 

Inside of the torus, combustibles are ncn-existent during operatimn and 
there is no ride of a fire. Also, the torus is an inert atmosphere during 
operation.  

4. AREA FIRE PROTECTION 

The suppressicn pool area is covered by 12 icnization scke detectors located 
throughout the area with 4 of the detectors located law at approximately 
15 ft. off the floor. The detectors give an alarm in the control room.  
Three manual portable extinguishers are locatel just outside of the area at 
the entrances to the suppression pool area. Two manual 1 in. hose stations 
with 75 ft. of hose are locatel in the suppressich pool area. See Figure 3 
for locaticn of detectors and hose stations.
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5. SAFE SHUTDOWN EQUIMENT 

The required safe shutdcwn equipment in the suppressicn pool area is the 
instrumentatimn for measuring the water temperature and level in the torus.  
The instrumentation has two divisicns with separate routing and all cables 

are in conduit. To disable both divisicns of temperature monitoring with a 

postulated fire, the fire would have to propagate more than a 13 0 arc or a 

distance of 145 ft. Similarily, level monitoring would require a fire to 

propagate more than a 900 arc or 100 ft. See Figure 3 for location of 

temperature and level mcnitoring.  

Trus water temperature monitoring is presently being updated to include two 

divisicns of temperature senscrs with eight sensors per divisicn. The mod

ificaticn is referred to as SPI1S (Suppressicn Fool Temperature Monitoring 

System). The system is being installei with strict adherence to Appendix R 

separation. Each divisian's cables come dwn separate chases about 130P 

apart (145 ft.). The eight sensors for each divisicn divide at the chase into 

two legs with four sensors in each leg. Each sensor is a four wire RID type 

which will indicate an error if there is either an electrical short or open.  
This error is displayed in the control room where the operators can remove 

this sensor fran the logic. Each divisicn averages its eight sensors (or 

less if sree have been removed from the logic) to give an average suppressicn 

pool temperature. Therefore, a postulatel fire in the torus area could 

damage some sensors of both divisian but would have to burn out more than 
a 1300 arc to totally disable both divisicns. This is highly unlikely based 
an the physical details of this area as described. The 16 sensor temperature 
monitoring system is being installed per NUREG 0661 in accordance with REG 
GUIDE #197. Completicn is scheduled for December 31, 1982.  

The suppressicn pool level is measured at three locaticns in the torus (see 
Figure 3). The primary level sensor (LT 2996) provides input to two trans
mitters that provide indicatimn in the centrol roam. The other two sensors 

are wide range and are divisionally separated (900 arc or 100 ft.). These 
two level sensors are separately routel to the control roan and are recorded 
cn pen recorders in the ccntrol room.
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6. SUMARY 

Based cn the following technical points, exemption from automatic fixed 
suppressicn in the suppressicn pool area is requested.  

1) Fixed combustibles are only fire resistant wood scaffolding 

(less than .1 lb/ft 2). Transient combustibles are not allowed.  

2) Fire ignitia sources are minimal. All electrical components are 

within ccnduit cor enclosures. Iraffic is restricted to cnly 
inspecticn.  

3) TWelve icnization smdke detectors give overlapping coverage of 
the area to quickly detect a fire and initiate immediate action 
through an alarm in the centrol room.  

4) Manual hose staticns and portable fire extinguishers in the 

area provide adequate suppressian capability. Good access 
to the area is provided by three entrances fairly evenly 
divided around the suppressian pool area.  

5) The redundant trains for safe shutdawn are hrizcntally 

separated by at least 100 ft. with no intervening combustibles.
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Intake Structure - Zcne -23A 

Reference: June 30, 1982 Appendix R Submittal to NRC, Attachment 4, 

"Intake Structure Exempticn Bequest" 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to provide additicnal information cn the 

intake structure in support of a previous request for exemptian fron auto
matic fixed suppression and no intervening combustibles between redundant 
trains. This informaticn is provided to show that the present ccnfiguraticn 

of the intake structure provides the equivalent fire protection as intended 
by Appendix R.  

2. INTAKE STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION 

The intake structure is a separate structure located to the north of the 
turbine building and cainected to the turbine building by means of a 70 ft.  
long corrider. (See Figure 1 for location.) The corrider is 11 ft.  
wide by 12 ft. high and serves as access to the intake structure and 
provides a means for routing of sae electrical cables and mechanical 
piping. The intake structure houses pumps that take suctiai from the river 
and is approximately 50 ft. high with the lcwer porticn underneath the river 
water level. The area of cancen is the top level (elevaticn 919') which 
houses the purps, motors, electrical cables, valves, etc. (See Figure 2 for 
the physical layout and dinensicns of the tcp level). The basic area is 
74 ft. x 35 ft. with a 13 ft. ceiling with two circulating water purps 
set off to the south side in a 43 ft. x 27 ft. area with a 28 ft. ceiling.  

All walls, ceiling and floor are ccncrete. Access is either thru the 

corrider or via the screen house to the north.

103
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3. CCMBUSTIBLES 

Fixed combustibles in the intake structure caisist of approximately 824 lbs 

of electrical cable insulation in cable trays and approximately 170 gallns 

of lubricating oil ccntained in the closed reserviors of 9 pumps. (Originally 

reported as 138 gallons.) See Figure 2 for the location of the lubricating 

oil and cable trays. The majority of oil is ccntained in the circulating 

water pumps with each cataining 56 gallcns. The cable trays form a "T" 

configuration with the major porticn of the cable concentrated at the 

intersecticn. See Figure 3 for cable tray fill. There are no floor to 

ceiling vertical cable trays.  

Transient canbustibles are mainly lubricating oil brought into the intake 

structure during an outage for maintenance. ube oil is not allowed to be 

stored in the intake .structure. during operatin. This area is not a normal 

traffic route which mnimizes any miscellaneous transient cnbustibles.  

4. AREA FIRE PROTECTION 

The intake structure is covered by 4 ionizaticn smcke detectors that give 

both a local alarm and an area alarm in the control roan. Manual portable 

extinguishers are provided-at three locations in the intake structure with 

mne at each entry. To manual hose stations with 75 ft. of 1 inch hose 

hose with fog nozzles are also located at each entry. (See Figure 2 for 

locaticn of scke detectors, extinguishers, and hose staticns.) 

5. SAFE SHUTDOIWN EQUIRENT 

The required safe shutdcwn equipment contained in the intake structure 

casists of four RHR service water pumps, two emergency service water 

pumps and pcwer/ccntrol cables for each. Minimum equipment required for 

safe shutiown is one RHR service water pump and mne emergency service water
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pump. See Figure 2 for equipment locaticn and cable routing. As can be 

seen fran the layout, the intake structure was well designed far divisicnal 

separation with a minimum separaticn of 28 ft. which is relatively void of 

intervening combustibles. All cables are routed in conduit except far the 

emergency service water (Div. I) which drops into a tray and leaves the area 

via the corrider.  

The cable trays run along the ceiling with the bottan tray 10' off the 

floor. The cable tray fill is largest at the intersectin of the "T".  

Of particular interest is the branch of trays that run toward the Div. II 

ccnduits. As Figure 3 shas, the amount of cables in the trays decreases 

rapidly as the trays approach the Div. II canduits. The trays end apprax

imately 10 inches fran the ccnduits.  

6. StI4RY 

It is believed that equivalent fire protectial according to Appendix R is 

provided in the intake structure (Zane 23A) and meets the criteria for 

exemptial from autoatic fixed suppressicn and no intervening combustibles 

between redundant trains. The basis for this ccnclusiac is summarized as 

follcws: 

1) Fixed combustible loading is very light with caitrolled storage 

of transient combustibles. Inivalent fire severity is 6.8 minutes.  

2) Four ianization sncke detectors provide quick detecticn and 

alarm locally and in the centrol room.  

3) Manual hose suppressicn and portable fire extinguishers in the 

area provide adequate suppressial capability. Good access is 

available to the area from opposite corners.
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4) The enly intervening combustibles are two stacked cable trays 

over 10 ft. off the floar with no floor to ceiling vertical trays.  

The cable trays do not cross Div. II conduit routes.  

5) The redundant trains for safe shutdown are horizcntally 

separately by at least 28 ft.
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1. Intraduction 

The purpose of this report is to supplement the Monticello Nuclear Gener

ating Plant Control Room Exemption equest suhitted as attachment 5 to our 

June 30, 1982 report, titled: "Fire Protecticn and Safe Shutdown Analysis 

for Meting the requirements of Appendix R, Sectia III.G.2" (Reference 1).  

This information is intended to clarify and in sat cases expand upcn the 

original analysis conducted in support of our request for exempticn from 

the requirements of Appendix R, III.G.2 for the control room, i.e., provide 

for 20 ft. separaticn between redundant safe shutdcwn trains and installatin 

of an automatic fixed suppression system.  

2. Coatrol Roan DescriptiCn 

2.1 Physical Details 

The centrol room is a locked area located above the cable spreading room 

on elevatia 951 ft. The roan dimensions are approximately 47 ft. by 

50 ft. with a ceiling height of 12 ft. Walls,- floor, and ceiling are 

composd of cast-in-place reinforced concrete. Ccnsoles within the room 

are uniformly 90 inches high and varying from 48 to 96 inches in width 

with the front edge 26 inches above the floor.  

The main ccntrbl ccnsole consists of 6 major panels controlling the operatia 

of the reactor, turbine and safety-related. equipment (Figure 2.1.1). Photo

graphs are provided illustrating both general panel views and the relative 

-switch layout as seen by the operator (Figures 2.1.2 & 2.1.3). Steel 

barriers exist between panels C)3a and CO3b, CO3b and C04, and CO8b and CO8c 

as shown by the dashed lines in Figure 2.1.1. This configuratin offers a 

significant amount of separaticn not cnly between compcnents of opposite 

divisins but also between any canpanent and the centrol roan envircnment.  

The barriers are located to separate redundant divisions of safety-related 

equipment.
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The configuraticn prohibits fire propogati-n between divisions and isolates 

the heat generated from postulated internal fires. Ventilation for the 

control room is provided by safety-related HVAC with a capacity of 4550 cfm.  

2.2 Safe Shutdcwn Equipment Arrangement 

Systems which are used to achieve and maintain safe shutdan are described 

in Reference 1. Mble 2.2.1 describes arrangement of control for this safe 

shutdawn equipment on the main control panels and indicates the. separaticn 

between redundant safe shutdown equipment.  

2.3 Fire Hazards 

Appendix R, Section III.G.2 provides separation criteria which are casidered 

acceptable without the need for analysis. Other measures may also be accept

able provided they are demonstrated to be effective in protection against 

likely fire hazards to the extent that additicnal madifications would not 

be an enhancement of fire protection safety or may actually degrade overall 

facility safety. It is necessary to identify the nature and extent of fire 

hazards which might be casiderel likely and evaluate their effects cn safe 

shutdcwn equipment. in developing the magnitude of centrol room fires, the 

centrol room must be examinel for combustibles (both fixed and transient), 

ignitim sources and respcnse tire to suppressicn. Thes factors will 

determine the size and duration of a centrol room fire.  

The centrol rom is unlike most general plant areas in that the fixed ccm

bustibles are limited to paper products (e.g., manuals, drawings, etc.) and 

electrical cable insulation within panels. These quantities are limitel 

to apprcximately 4000 to 5000 pounds of electrical cable insulation inside
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steel walled panels and perhaps half that amount in paper located in file 

cabinets and ai shelves away fran the centrol panels. File cabinets and 

bock shelves are generally maintained behind the red line demaracting the 

8 -ft. area designatel far operator access to control console switches.  

(See Figure 2.3.1 for ccntrol roan layout.) 

The flammability of either material under these circumstances is limited.  

In the case of electrical cable, design standards for cable and cabinets 

protect insulaticn fram a severe heat source, either electrically generated 

or externally introduced. Paper in the control room is also difficult to.  

ignite due to stacking effect (i .e ., available surface area for fire devel

cpnent in a stack of paper is law in compariscn to the surface area where 

each sheet in the stack is ca-sidered separately). Postulated paper fires 

would be contained within an ashtray or basket, easily removed fran system 

threatening locaticn and extinguished with little or no casequence. There 

are no flammable liquids stored or used within the centrol room under any 

circumstances during operaticn.  

The continuous presence of the operating staff, the generally high level of 

formality, and the absence of substantial maintenance activities canbine 

to preclude the presence of hazardous quantities of transient combustible 

material in the control roan.  

Ignition sources in the control room are very limited. Welding cr hot 

cutting does not occur during normal operaticns limiting the threat of high fire 

point materials. The aily situaticn where potential ignitors may ccnceiv

ably be present near cambustible material is in the energized circuits 

inside the panels and in snoldering cigarettes which may inadvertantly fall 

into a waste paper basket.  

Due to the difficulty in specifying a representative fire hazard, it was 

decided to ccnservatively bound the range of postulated fires. The fires 

under ccnsideratin must be located in such a manner as to maximize their 

effects cn redundant panels. IWo cass are ccnsidered:
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1) A fixed combustible fire internal to a single panel which 

threatens equipment in the adjacent panel, 

2) A transient combustible fire adjacent to the front or back 

of the main control panels and locatea between redundant 

components.  

The postulated fires involve the following process: 

Step 1 - T-e fixed or transient cnbustible fire is ignited.  

Step 2 - The fire develops and generates energy which is 

transferred to the safe shutdown camponents.  

Step 3 - At some point, the operators intervene and suppress 

the fire.  

Step 4 - The limiting canditions are reported at the time of 

suppressian.  

This process allows an analysis to be performed which is largely inde

pendent an the amount of transient combustibles involved. In the analysis, 

operators' response to a fire must be defined to determine the duraticn of 

the fire. A survey was conducted to determine the expectel respase of 
licensed operators to a fire. From the gathered data,.a Bayesian analysis 
(See Appendix A) was performed resulting in an expected respnse time for 
suppressicn of a centrol roan fire of mne minute. The 95% ccnfidence level 
for manual suppressicn is calculated at two minutes. The presence of two 
licensed operators in the centrol room at all times during operaticn fur
ther ensures a timely response. Therefore, a ccuservative respcnse time used 

in the analysis is two minutes which should bound the duration of any 

postulated fire.
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Table 2.2.1 

SAFE SHUTDOWN EQUIEMENT BY BANEL 

1. BANEL CO3a 

a. Horizontal Surface 

Control Switches for: 

- Safety/Relief Valves 

- RHR-I 

- Core Spray-I 

- &ergency Service Water-I 

- RHR Service Water-I 

b. Vertical Surface 

- Indicating devices for above systems 

- Suppression Pool Level and Temperature 

- Reactor Vessel level 

2. BANEL CO3b 

a. Horizontal Surface 

Control Switches for: 

- HPCI-II 

- RHR-II 

- Core Spray-II 

- Eergency Service Water-II 

- RHR Service Water-II 

b. Vertical Surface 

- Indicating devices for above systems 

- Suppression Pool Level and Temperature 

- Reactor Vessel Level and Differential Pressure
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Table 2.2.1 (Ccnt'd) 

3. BANEL C04 

a. Horizontal Surface 

Control Switches for: 

- BCIC-I 

b. Vertical Surface 

- Indicating devices for above system: 

- Suppression Pool Level 

4. BANEL CO5 

a. Horizontal Surface 

- Scram Buttons 

- Control Rai Display 

b. Vertical Surface 

Indicating device for: 

- Reactor Vessel Level and Pressure 

- APRMs 

5. BLNEL C06 

a.- Horizontal Surface 

Control Switch for: 

- Diesel Oil Transfer Pump 

b. Vertical Surface 

Indicating Devices for: 

- Candensate Storage 'Tank level
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Table 2.2.1 (Ccnt'd) 

6. B.NEL C07 - Turbine Ccntrols - No Safe Shutdown Ccntrols 

7. BANEL CO8b 

a. Horizontal Surface 

Control Switches for: 

- No. 11 Diesel Generator System (Div. 1) 
(Including bus cross-tie breaker switches) 

b. Vertical Surface 

Ccntrol Switches for: 

- No. 11 Diesel Generator System-I 

8. BANEL CO8c 

a. Horizcntal Surface 

Ccntrol Switches for: 

- No. 12 Diesel Generator System-II 
(Including bus cross-tie breaker switches) 

b. Vertical Surface 

Control Switches for: 

- No. 12 Diesel Generator System-II
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3. Fire Analysis and Results 

3.1 Introduction 

This section presents the methodology, criteria and results of the effects 
of postulated fires of a severe magnitude cn redundant safe shuadown 

systems and control room habitability. Worst case fires are postulated 
in the most critical locaticns in the ccntrol roon to determine the 
effectiveness of present fire protecticn. The external and internal 
panel fires are examined for damage on safe shutdown systems and affects 
on habitability of the ccntrol room.  

3.2 External Panel Fire 

3.2.1 Definition of Fire Hazard 

A heptane pool fire in a 2 ft. by 2 ft. pan which burns until sap
pressed is assumed to be a conservative upper bound for a likely 
exposure fire which might threaten safe shutdon coaponents. Based 
on the discussicn of respcnse time to suppress ccntrol roan fires, 
the heptane fire is allowed to burn uninterrupted for two minutes 
before being extinguished by cperators.  

3.2.2 Frant Panel Fire 

A heptane pool fire is assumed to burn directly adjacent to the 
frant of the ccntrol ccnsole for two minutes. Effects are examined 
an the exposed control switches and internal compatents of the panel.  
In examning the effects cn centrol switches, a material analysis 
was performed on the SBM type switch which is used consistently 

throughout the control room. The limiting camonents of the 
control switch were identified as the wood-flour filled phenolic
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switch handle and the lexan cam follower. The phenolic switch 

handle when exposel to elevatel temperatures, suffers a significant 

loss in strength and with camtinued exposure would physically deform 

by rounding at the corners. This deformatiam would begin to occur 

in the 300OF to 370OF range and would proceed as a function of 

temperature and duraticn. The phenolic handle is attach to a metal 

shaft which extends into the internal portion of the awitch. Thus, 

deformaticn of the handle would have little effect ai the operation 

of the sitch. The seccnd limiting compcnent for the SBM sitch is 

the lexan cam follaer internal to the switch mounted cn the operating 

shaft. Since the shaft extends through the frcnt of the console, 

conducticn of heat to the cam follower occurs. lexan fails at a 

temperature of 392 0F, mostly thru deformaticn.  

In performing the analysis, the closest redundant safe shutdoAn 

switches were determined to be ai panels CD8b and CO8c. The redun

dant diesel generator ccntrol awitches are located 14 inches apart 

and 9 inches up the cnsole from the leading elge (see Figure 3.2.1).  

These switches were modele to determine if a frcnt panel fire could 

disable both awitches. The methodology used is outlined in more 

detail in Appendix B. The principal features are the development 

of time dependent thermal profiles ai the steel panel, modeling of 

switch external and internal compmnents and heat transfer processes 

associated with close exposure to the heptane fire. Results of 

this analysis indicate that the daninant mechanian for heat transfer 

to the target sitches is radiaticn to the handle surface. Due to 

the ccnfiguraticn of the console (see Figure 2.1.2), the switch 

is significantly shielded from direct exposure by the leading edge 

of the ccnsole. The switch handles develtp surface temperature up 

to 431 0 F which indicates some minor deformation at the edges of 

the phenolic material. Yet internal switch temperatures are well 

belcw failure criteria. The cam follcwers reach a temperature
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of cnly 88 0F or an 80 temperature rise due to the insulating effect of 

the phenolic handle over the steel shaft. Thus, the functicn of 

the switches is maintained with minor deformatian of the phenolic 

handle.  

Examining the internal panel affects of the postulated heptane 

fire, the cunsole front extending fran the floor to the leading edge 

is 3/16 inch thick steel. The fire model reveals internal panel 

temperatures next to the barrier rise much less than any failure 
criteria for internal compnents.  

The conclusicn of a frcnt panel fire modeled as a two minute heptane 
fire is no loss of safe shutdown capability with the only damage 
being minor deformation of switch handles near the fire.  

3.2.3 Rear Panel Fire 

As in the frcnt panel fire, a heptane fire is assumed to burn 
directly adjacent to the rear of the ccntrol ccnsole for two min
utes. The most critical rear location for the fire would be directly 
adjacent to the boundary between CO3a and CO3b cr CO8b & CO8c.  
The present panel configuraticn does not have back panels cn CO3a, 
CO3b, CO8b or CO8c. Thus, it was decided to put back panels ml CO3a 
and CO8c to protect ene safe shutdcwn train fran damage of a rear 
panel fire.- Therefore, a rear panel fire strategically located 
behind C03 or CO8 would at the worst case damage anly mne train of 
shutdown systems. As shown for the frat panel fire, a steel barrier 
would protect the internal components fran any damage. Therefore, 
the installaticn of panel backs ai CO3a and CO8c will protect one 
division of safe shutdawn system from damage of a rear panel fire.
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3.3 Internal Panel Fire 

The internal panel fire is examined due to the potential of electrical com
pcnents igniting panel cobustibles. Due to the design of the panels with 
low energy circuits and compcnents, this type of fire is ccnsidered very 
unlikely. In predicting the actual cours of an internal panel fire, it 
is conservatively assumed that such a fire rapidly develcps and generates 
an imrediate and ccnstant heat flux of 75 kW/m2 to the internal panel walls 
for the duraticn of the fire. A two-minute exposure duraticn is assumed 
as an upper-limit estimate of the tine necessary to respand as discussed 

earlier.  

Due to the difficulty of determining which cables are damaged, the inmied
iate affect of the fire is the assumed loss of all systems served by the 
affected panel. The -next step is to determine if adjacent panel components 
are affected. A failure criteria was determined by examining panel compo
nents and spacing. It was decided to set the limiting air temperature at 
24 0F below which polymers maintain their stability. Further, the nearest 
redundant coapcnent was found to be 2 1/8 inches from the- hot wall. Fire 
damage of the redundant divisicn is assumed to occur if either the object 
or air temperature achieves 24 CPF in the course of the fire.  

The analysis of a 75 kW/m 2 heat flux en the barrier between adjacent_ panels 
reveals that the air temperature reaches 168 0 F in the adjacent panel after 
a two minute exposure. The barrier ccnsisting of two 3/16 inch steel panels 
adequately shields the adjacent panel frm the heat flux. See Table 3.3.1 
for results of the analysis. The object located 2 1/8 inches from the 
barrier cnly raiss 50 F. Therefore, the results indicate that an especially 
severe internal panel fire would not affect the functicns of compcnents in 
the adjacent panel. See Appendix C for descripticn of model.
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Based Ca the results of the internal panel fire, it must be shown that the 

loss of functicns of any single panel in the catrol roan will not disable 

safe shutdcwn of the plant. An analysis has been performed on the main 

cantrol panels to determine the effect of each panel being disabled. See 
Table 3.3.2 for results. Each panel has a redundant safe shutdown train 
back-up with the excepticn of CO3a panel which ccntains all eight S/RVs.  

'I eliminate this situation, one cr more S/RVs will be placed in a separate 
panel remote fran CO3a panel.  

Thus, the internal panel fire analysis demcnstrates that a severe fire will 
be ccntaine within a single panel and not affect the functicms of components 
in the adjacent panel. Thereby, ensuring that at least mne divisicn of safe 
shutdown equipment would be maintained.  

3.4 Habitability 

The habitability ccncern is the ability of the operators to remain in the 
ccntrol roam to perform their duties despite the generaticn of a hazardous 
envircnment as a result of a fire. For fire hazards which may arise, such 
an environment could cause habitability concerns due to the inhalation of 
toxic gases, exposure to the flame, and obscured visibility as a result of 
sncke.  

Due to the limited nature of combustibles and fire duraticn, the potential 
for operator injury due to thermal shock is considered extremely remote.  
. calized temperatures at a postulated fire may be high but overall effect 
cn cantrol roan ambient would be snall. Similarily, smcke generatimn would 
have little effect at habitability due to the limitel fire duraticn and 
high ventilaticn turnover. The remaining issue is the potential for 
incapacitaticn due to inhalaticn of toxic gases.- Three types of gases 
must be ccnsidered.
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1) carbon mma xide 

2) carba dioxide 

3) chlorine, especially in the form of HC1, 
fran burning cable insulaticn 

It is necessary to determine an exposure limit which ensures continued 

plant operability fran the centrol room. ewarscn (Reference 2) discusses 

the physiological effects associated with short exposures to toxic gases 

generated ty fires. Stahl (Reference 3) proposes limits for toxic gases 

which are reproduced in Table 3.4.1 for HCl and form the basis for the 
habitability criteria of this analysis. These limits are 50 ppm of HC1, 
15000 ppm of CC)2 , and 400 ppm of CO. This anlysis determines the hazard 
of toxic gas via a cancentraticn problem governed by a generating rate and 
a constant volumetric exchange rate through the ventilaticn system. The 
hazardous gases are assumed to be generated as the result of the most 
limiting fire, i.e., a polyethylene/polyvinyl chloride cable (PE/PVC) fire 
prcducing CO, CO2 , and HC1.  

Twarson (Reference 2) reports that a typical piece of PE/PVC cable (approx
imately 0.7 in. in diameter) under piloted igniticn conditia and sufficient 
axygen generates 0.4, 14.3, and 5.3 mg/s-cm of CO, CO2 and HC1, respectively, 
as canbusticn prcducts. These rates are caservative and tend to bound the 
severity of most other possible fire senarios fran a habitability perspec
tive. For this reason, the limiting fire is an internal panel fire. The 
fire is assumed to involve 400 ft. of 5/8 inch PE/PVC cable jacket or 
approximately equivalent to the amount of cable contained in a five ft.  
lcng panel. All the cables are assumed to simultaneously begin to burn 
which is a very conservative approach as ccrnpared. to a realistic slow 
smoldering ignition.
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The analysis determines the ccncentratial of CO, CO2 and HC1 taxic gas 

after two minutes at which time the fire would be extinguished by operators.  

Based Cn the assured fire model, roan dimensicns, and vintilation, the 

results shcw cancentraticn levels after two minutes of 7.9 ppm for HC1, 

21.6 ppm for CO2 and .58 ppm for CO. Comparing with the limiting criteria 

specified, camtinued habitability of the control room is ensured as the 

taxic gases are well within the exposure limits.  

In examining the effects of HCl generaticn, it was identified that localized 

high caicentratial of HC1 may exist at the fire source and hinder fire 

fighting. Due to this possible ccnditicn, easily dcnnel, self-cantained 

breathing masks will be provided in the cuntrol roan in additimn to the 

Scott air pacs.
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Table 3.3.1 

CABINET TEMPERATURE CALCULATION
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Table 3.3.2 

Safe Shutdown Analysis 

Loss of a Single Panel in the Control Room 
(Fire Zone 8)

Panel Affected Equiprrment Redundant Dvisions 

CO3a RHR-Division I None 

CS-Divisicn I - Redundant S/RV controls will 
be available a new centrol 

S/RV Manual Operatoin panel per NSP (1982), p. 5-8 

- 03b provides redundant backup 

CO3b RHR - Division II Ncne 

CS - Division II - CO3a provides redundant backup

IRIC

CST level 

Reactor vessel level 
and- pressure 
#11 EDG 

ECCS - Division I

Nane 

CO7c and CO3b provide redundant backup 

CST level can be bypassed by 
transferring emergency system 
suction to the suppression pool

Scram verificaticn None 

C37 (behind C03) provides 
redundant verification

Diesel oil transfer punp Cold shutdown function, since eight 
hour supply of oil exists in the 
day tank. This allows a sufficient 
periad of time for manual pump actuatin

#12 EDG

CO3a and CO8b provide redundant backup

C04, C05, 
CO6, C07

CO8c

ECCS - Division II

19 8
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'ebl e 3. 4. 1 

Effects of HCI Exposure

HC1 

Cacentration 

(PR) 

10 

35 

10-50 

50-100

Effects 

Irritation, work is undisturbed 

Irritaticn of throat after short exposure 

Work is difficult but possible 

Work is impossible 
Intolerable in 6 0 minutes
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4. Conclusions and Modifications 

4.1 Existing Fire Protecticn 

The control roan contains redundant divisions of safe shutdcwn equipment 
which are located in panels C03 and C08. Caservative analysis of severe 
fires demcnstrates that a loss of redundant divisions as a result of 
likely fire hazards is not anticipated for the following reasons: 

1) Plant security limits access to the control room and restricts 
normal traffic which may carry canbustible material, 

2) Liquid hydrooarbcns are not stored in the centrol room and have 
no ccnceivable use in support of centrol roan operaticn s, 

3) Combustible material present in the control room is maintaine 
in configurations (i.e., solid stacks of paper, stored in metal 
containers or shelves) which limit their combustibility and 
hazard, 

4) Administrative controls prevent the introduction of hazardous 
quantities and types of material into the control room, 

5) Igniticn sources are minimal with the aly ccnceivable sources 
identified as sncking and electrical.  

6) Tn icnizaticn detectors exist to provide early detecticn of 
possible fires.  

7) Multiple fire extinguishers are located in the centrol room and in 
adjacent areas. A manual hose staticn is immediately available 
outside the control room.
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8) Existing redundant safe shutdown equipment is separated by two 
3/16 inch thick steel barriers. This aparaticn ensures that 
damage from likely fire hazards is limited to mne division.  

9) Habitability is assurel due to the limitel amount of toxic 
gases generated from the most evere fire canceivable in 
the control room.  

10) Control room fires have been reported by Hockenbury and Yeater 
(Reference 4) to involve only 2% of all reportel fires at nliclear 
generating plants. See Appendix D.  

4.2 Proposed Modifications 

In addition to existing fire protection in the centrol room, it is pro
posed to implement the following modificaticns to improve protecticn and 
provide additional defense in depth capabilities: 

1) Installaticn of steel backs an panels CO3a and CO8c to further 
ensure the protection of at least 0ne divisicn of safe shutdOAn 
systems fran fire damage.  

2) Supplemental slf-centained breathing apparatus will be provided 
in additia to the existing equipment. Features of the new equipment 
would inchde the capability for rapid dcnning and uninhibited wear 
to alla for more freedan for the operator to rapidly respond to 
postulated fires in a sckey or toxic environment, 

3) Installaticn of ionization fire detectors inside the enclosed panels 
CO3a and CO8c to provide early warning of possible internal panel 
fires. This is a result of mcdification #1.
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4) Revision of administrative controls to include the posting of signs 

to prohibit introuction of hazardous or volatile materials into 

the centrol room, 

5) Additicnal operator procedures and training cn the potential for 

toxic gas generatia as a result of electrical fires.  

4.3 Exemptian Request 

The separaticn provisicns of Section III.G.2 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R require 

that at least ane train of safe shutdown equipment be protected from damage 

generatel ty likely fire hazards through mne of three methods. If alter

native measures are as effective in providing this protectian such that 

additiaal mcdificaticns would not enhance fire protecticn safety, then 

the criteria for exemptio from Secticn III.G.2 requirements are met. These 
criteria have been met by existing and proposed fire protecticn features 

in the control roan. Ch this basis, an exempticn from the requirements of 
separaticn and automtic suppressio is requested for the control room. It 

has been demastrated that existing and proposed separaticn combinel with 
manual suppressicn provides adequate protecticn from any postulated fire 
and habitability is maintained.
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Appendix A 

Manual Suppression 

The presence of trained operators is of obvious benefit in ensuring that 
damage fran fires which may canceivably develop in the catrol roan is minimal.  
The question which remains open is how quidkly mne can credit such fire sup
pressicn activities. In this area, the informaticn is less certain and more 
subjective. The approach utilized relies a statistical analysis of centrol 
roan operators' opinicns.  

The treatment of expert opinicn in a quantitative sense has been the subject of 
a great deal of work in the decision sciences. Applications to the issue of 
nuclear risk have been made by (Irent (Reference 5) and Apostolakis and Mosleh 
(Reference 6) whereby the Delphi process is used to develop a distribution charac
terizing the frequency and magnitude of various events. This analysis applies 
the same Delphi process to describe the range of respcnse times for suppression 
of control room fires. Opinions were sought through a questionnaire presented to 
licensed operators at the Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant ccncerning their 
estimated time to respacd to various types of fires. Their resposes to this 
questionnaire are presented in Figure A-1(a).  

I-cognizing the natural potential for underestimaticn of respose times by most 
individuals, a Bayesian analysis is used to counter-balance any bias introiuced 
in the responses and a frequency-magnitiude histogram was generated folloiing 
the approach of Morris (Reference 7). The resulting histograms shcwing the 
analyst's prior distributicn for expectel response times and anticipated bias 
ash shown in Figure A-1 (b) and (c). Fran these histograms, a distributicn for 
the anticipated respnse time to a catrol roon fire is presented in Figure A-1(d).  
This distributicn shows a mean response tine of approximately 1-minute with an 
upper limit of manual suppression at 2 minutes given to 95% ccnfidence.
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Append ix B 

Front Panel Fire Maleling 

It is assumed that heat is transferred to the target sitches via two paths.  

The first path is direct radiation of heat from the fire cnto the switches 

and the entire panel surface surrounding the sitches. The second path is 
ccnductia which transfers energy in the panel from the incident locaticns 

to the target switches. The first part of this process involves the transfer 

of energy alcng the panel edge where radiatia and cross-flew ccnvecticn heat 

transfer are dominant. This energy is then conducted up and away from the 

point of plune contact through the thermal field which is also receiving 

radiant energy and up to the sitch body.  

While this heating is engoing, two sources of cooling are also assumel to be 

present. The first cooling mechanian is radiaticn from the panel and switch 
surfaces to the control room environment and panel internals. The seccnd 

cooling mechanism is through forced convection of heat from the panel surface 
to cool air pulled along the panel surface by the fire draft and via natural 

canvectian to. the interior of the panel. The air velocities cn the outside 

panel are computed from the Stavrianidis (Reference 8) plume molel with the 

Morta (Reference 9) entrainment functicn resulting in entrained air traveling 

at 10% of the vertical fire gas velocity. It is assumel that the entrainel 

air is at a constant temperature of 7CPC (158 0 F) . The internal panel air 
temperature for natural ccnvective cooling is assumel to be 5P0C (122oF) to 
conservatively simulate worst case internal heating.  

The steel panel temperatures are found using a finite element mcdel which is 
ccnstructed and solved using an ERI proprietary ccde entitled MERLIN (Green 
(Reference 10)). Tie model uses elements which represent the effects of 

conduction through the plate, radiation to and from the plate, -and convecticn 

between the plate and air flwing over it. 'he basic mcdel elements 

are shown in Figures B-1.
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A symmetric approach about the fire centerline is used and results for one 

symmetric half are calculated.  

The assuned flame temperature used in calculating the ccnvective heat transfer 

is 983 0C (18000F) which is a caservative upper bound fcr the maximun flame 
temperature for hydrocarbcn pool fires. Steel properties used in this analysis 

include a ca-ductivity of 45 W/m2 _oK, a heat capacity of 3.61 x 106 J/m2_OK, a 
panel thickness of 3.175 mm, and a surface emissivity of 0.9.  

The radiaticn from the fire to the panel is calculated by assuming that the 
fire is a cylinder radiating to an incline plane. The temperature of the 
cylinder is the maximum flame temperature of 983 0C (18 000F) characteristic of a 
hot, clean burning flame. With the emissivity of the flame basel on a mixture 
,of CO2 and H20 in a stoichiometric flame, an artificial enhancement of the 
radiant cylinder's emissivity is achieved through the additicn of soot in 
accordance with Hadvig (Reference 11) and Hottel and Sarofim (Reference 12).  
The diameter of the luminous plume is taken to be the equivalent diameter of 
the 2 ft. by 2 ft. pan with the height of the cylinder calculated fran a 
correlaticn developed by Stavrianidis (Reference 8).  

As the magnitule of the radiant flux depends enly cn the distance frm the edge 
of the fire, the variaticn in incident flux is a function of distance. The 
radiaticn impinging cm each'element in the model is calculated using the curve 
in Figure B-2 and the distance to nearest edge of the impingement zone. The 
rate of cambustiai was calculatel using the DPAGON coe developed by ER4 for 
fire hazards analysis (Sawiye. (Reference 13)).
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Appendix C 

Internal Panel Fire Model 

The methods used in the analysis involve a time-dependent multi-ncdel, one

diansional heat transfer model which represents the bulk temperatures of the 

panel surfaces, the internal air, and internal objects. The principal methods 

of heat transfer under these circumstances are free convectia and radiation.  
Implementation of this analysis is achieved via computer simulation with a 

program referred to as HOTBOX (Sawdye (Reference 4)).  

The heat transfer analysis in HOTBOX involves 5 nodes which describe the 

transfer of energy and transient temperatures resulting from an incident heat 

source. Those nodes are illustrated in Figure C-1 and represent: 

- the panel wall temperature exposed to the fire (W 1 
- air temperatures in the panel adjacent to the fire (air,air2 
- temperatures of a phenol object (e.g., switch body or cable) 

located 5.5 cm (2.13 in.) within the panel (obj); 

- the temperature of the panel wall away from the fire (W2 ).  

HOTBOX assumes that each node receives and transnits energy to the adjacent 

node through either radiation or free convection. The dimensians, thermal 

properties, and initial conditions of each regicn represented by a node are 

specified.  

A HOTBOX analysis is performed using-the same basic parameters as the front 
panel fire analysis. The heat flux impinging on the panel wall is assumed to 

2 2 be 75 kW/m , a value greater than the 44.2 kW/m experienced by the front 
panel surface iTmersed in the heptane fire. The convective heat transfer 

2 coefficient is based on the same 5.99 W/m -K used in Appendix B combined 

with an assumed driving temperature potential of 1800OF-7CoF. The specific
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internal volune of the panel is assumed to be 23.7 ft 3 per linear foot of 

panel. The panel is filled with air and 80 ft. of 5/8 in. cable per linear 

foot. Cable and electremechanical devices are maeled as a single lumped 

mass of polymer. Results are presented out to the time of anticipated sup

pressicn of 120 seccnds.
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Append ix D 

Frequency of Fires 

In research funded by the. Nuclear Regulatory Conissial, R. W. Hockenbury and 
M. L. Yeater (Reference 4) reported an the potential for fires in nuclear power plants 
and the nature of their hazard. The objective of the research was to identify 
and evaluate important fire potential parameters in nuclear power plants through 
the use of fire records, to carry out preliminary analysis of selected fire 
scenarios, and to develop models for estimating the potential rid-k of nuclear 

accidents due to fires. Riblished in November 198 0, Hockenbury and Yeater 
examine plant data involving 178 fires which occurred during constructicn and 

operating phases of commercial nuclear pcwer plants. This data was drawn from 
the naiproprietary files of plant insurers, as supplementel by NRC records, 
with the sampling time covering events from 1968 through June 1978.  

The authors performed statistical analyses of the data generating anticipated 
fire frequencies, occurrence rate model s, and data sen sitivities based on such 
factors as: plant age, fire ignitor, locaticn, cause, canbustible, and 
developnent characteristics. An important result of this analysis is that in 

excess of two-thirds of all documented fires occurred prior to camercial 

operation during the constructicn or testing phase of the units. The fire 
occurrence rate during that period is being fairly constant and relatively 
frequent due to the high ccncentratian of combustible materials and potential 
igniticn sources.  

The authors contend that the fire occurrence rate actually declines with plant 
age. In support of this cententicn, Hockenbury and Yeater perforned a statis
tical analysis of the data for fire occurrence assuming a nal-hamogeneous 
poissen process with a Weibull occurrence rate. This hypothesis was not re
jectable at the 10% level of significance indicating the general mathematical
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acceptability of the process. Developing maximum likelihood estimates for the 
two-parameter distributicn, the authors obtain a time-dependent fire occurrence 
rate for all plants in their sample space of: 

u(t) = 0. 076 t 0.40C 

where t = time in months 

with the expected number of fires given by: 
y(t) = 0.1284t+0.

592 

where t = tine in months 

As the authors note: 

The negative slope in this log-log plot indicates that 
the occurrence rate decreases with time as plants mature.  
This decrease in fires can be due to several factors 
including a decrease in hazardous activities (welding, 
construction activities), a decrease in human traffic 
related to ncnpower production activities and improvements 
in fire prevention.  

(p. 37, op. cit. Emphasis by Hockenbury and Yeater) 

This data provides an overview of the relative hazards of fires and the de
clining nature of that hazard. It also established a context for considering 
the likelihood of centrol roan fires relative to general plant areas. Control 
room fires are reported to involve only 2% of all reported fires suggesting 
that the likelihood of such fire at 11 year old plants is approximately 
2.5 x 1C per year. The authors report that fires in the ccntrol room occur 
at less than 1/6 the relative frequency experienced in the Auxiliary or Reactor 
Buildings. Thus, it may be concluded that fire events are of much lesser 
relative hazard in the control roan than the general plant areas.
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